
Add the word through to these sentences.

 
I stepped                              the doorway.

“When did you walk                   the hall?”

The sunlight gleams                 the window.

Make your way                        the crowds.

Trace the word through. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word through. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word through belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word through.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word through.

      thruogh           throogh frough

Write the syllable of the word 
through inside the hand.

Finish off the word through.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: through 1

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word through.

 through
through
through

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

thr           

           h t           

           ugh



Add the word various to these sentences.

 
I eat                         fruits and vegetables.

“Did he raise                     issues?” I asked.

                       people arrived late to class.

She wears dresses of                       colours.

Trace the word various. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word various. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word various belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word various.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word various.

     verious       vareious  vaireus

Write the syllables of the word 
various inside the hands.

Finish off the word various.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: various 2

Which of these words means the same  
as various?

similar    different    quality    incorrectvarious
various
various

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

var           

           s v           

           ous



Add the word weight to these sentences.

 
He was eight stone in                                   .

“What is your                                   ?” 
asked the nurse.

She misjudged the                        of the book.

                    the balloon down before it  
blows away.

Trace the word weight. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word weight. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word weight belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word weight.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word weight.

      waight    wieght   weihgt

Write the syllable of the word weight 
inside the hand.

Finish off the word weight.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: weight 3

weight
weight
weight

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

wei           

           t w           

         ght

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word weight.

 



Add the word woman to these sentences.

 
Miss Clifford is a grown                                .

“Is this the                              you spoke to?” 

She is a sophisticated                                   .

The                                  was mistaken.

Trace the word woman. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word woman. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word woman belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word woman.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word woman.

     wuman    womman   womann

Write the syllables of the word 
woman inside the hands.

Finish off the word woman.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: woman 4

woman
woman
woman

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

wo           

           n w           

         an

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word woman.

 



Add the word women to these sentences.

A group of                           entered the hotel.

“Did you see those                              ?” 
asked Sue. 

There were seven                          on the jury.

This area is for use by                            only.

Trace the word women. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word women. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word women belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word women.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word women.

     wimen    wimin    wimmen

Write the syllables of the word 
women inside the hands.

Finish off the word women.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: women 5

women
women
women

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

wom           

           n w           

         men

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word women.

 


